ABSTRACT A majority of the existing research on HTTP focuses on improving the quality of experience for single-source videos. Recently, there has been a focus on multi-view streaming applications, where multiple videos are streamed simultaneously. The challenge is to improve the viewing experience of concurrently streamed videos over the bandwidth-constrained network. In this paper, we propose an adaptive scheme for multi-view streaming over HTTP that requests segments of multiple videos concurrently. First, we propose a unified throughput estimation method to calculate the throughput, solving unfair and inefficient throughput utilization problems of existing estimation methods. Second, we design a unified segment scheduling method that guarantees synchronicity among segments of concurrently downloaded video streams. Third, we present a multi-path streaming method that leverages path diversity to improve the user experience of the video streams. Finally, we present a rate adaptation algorithm that dynamically downloads high-quality segments of multiple video streams, while minimizing video quality changes and the risk of playback interruption in single-and multi-path environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia content accounts for the majority of traffic over the Internet. According to [1] , more than 78 percent of global mobile data traffic will be video traffic by 2019. Video traffic dominates Internet activity on both fixed and mobile access throughout the world. To handle traffic demands related to multimedia, HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) solutions are commonly used. These solutions include Apple's HLS (HTTP live Streaming), Adobe's HDS (HTTP Dynamic Streaming), Microsoft's ISS Smooth Streaming, and DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) developed under MPEG and standardized by ISO/IEC [2] .
In HAS, the video content is fragmented into multiple segments, each being encoded into different video rates. HTTP adaptive streaming operates by monitoring network in real time, and by adjusting the quality of the video stream accordingly. The rate adaptive algorithm at the client selects an appropriate segment depending on the received metadata and system conditions, such as the throughput and occupancy of the playback buffer. The rate adaptation algorithm attempts to maximize the quality of the video by meeting conflicting objectives in a manner that improves the user viewing experience. Some of the potential objectives include selecting the highest feasible set of video bit rates, avoiding needless video bitrate changes, and preserving the buffer level to prevent interruptions in the playback [3] - [7] .
In many video applications, such as 3D entertainment, live lectures or conference broadcasting, the content providers aim to stream multiple videos of one scene simultaneously [8] , [9] . A client can simultaneously playback multiple videos on a single screen. Zhang et al. [9] integrate multi-view HAS in an e-learning system. The e-learning system delivers multiple views of a lecture, such as the camera video showing the teacher, camera video showing the students, and the camera video showing the teacher's computer screen. Similarly, multiple views of the conference proceedings can be streamed where multiple video cameras show the speakers, the audience and the presentation screen. The synchronous playback of the concurrent video streams cannot be guaranteed by treating them independently. As the streams share the same medium, selecting video qualities of the streams independently would degrade the user experience. Furthermore, when multiple video streams compete for the throughput, HTTP clients estimate throughput for each stream inaccurately and unfairly [10] - [13] .
In wireless networks, video streaming can be subjected to low video quality and playback rebuffering due to bandwidth limitations or unstable networks. Today, devices are equipped with multiple interfaces. For example, laptops are equipped with LAN, WLAN and cellular interfaces. Each interface is connected to a different network. The available interfaces can be utilized simultaneously for higher quality streaming [14] , [15] .
In this paper, we present an adaptive scheme for multiview streaming based on HTTP that dynamically requests segments of multiple concurrent videos in single-and multipath environments. The objective of the proposed scheme is to improve the user viewing experience. First, we adopt a unified throughput estimation method that fairly assigns the throughput among concurrently streamed videos. We show that the proposed method mitigates unfair utilization of bandwidth compared to the conventional methods that treats video streams independently. Next, we present a unified segment scheduling method that delays the request of the next segment in the current transmission cycle until all the segments in the last transmission cycle have been downloaded. This guarantees synchronicity among segments of concurrently downloaded video streams. Then, we propose a multi-path streaming method that leverages path diversity by utilizing multiple interfaces simultaneously on a mobile device for higher quality video streaming. The proposed multi-path streaming method selects the path to request the segments based on the estimated throughput to download multiple video streams concurrently. Finally, we propose a rate adaptation algorithm for multi-view video. We evaluate the proposed algorithm for single and multi-path scenarios. The proposed algorithm streams high-quality video and avoids unnecessary video rate changes while preventing playback interruption. We show that the proposed scheme efficiently utilizes network resources to stream high-quality videos and that the competing streams achieve equitable video rates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the existing video streaming algorithms. Section III presents the proposed adaptive scheme for multi-view streaming. Section IV provides simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The segment throughput is calculated as follows:
where S is the size of the segment and D denotes the time required to download the segment. Currently, several methods have been proposed to estimate the throughput and the running average of the throughput is calculated as follows:
The weight coefficient δ is bound between 0 and 1. Dubin et al. [16] use the median of the throughput of the last several segments to estimate the throughput of the next segment. Rahman and Chung [17] show that the McGinely dynamic indicator offers a stable response to throughput fluctuations, while maintaining a stable playback buffer. Jiang et al. [10] use the harmonic mean of the throughput of the previous 20 downloaded segments to estimate the throughput of the next segment. Jiang et al. [10] , Li et al. [11] , Akhshabi et al. [12] , and Huang et al. [13] observe that in the presence of the competing clients, the clients inefficiently share the bandwidth and achieve unfair video rates. This behavior is observed in the presence of the competing TCP traffic as well as other competing HTTP clients [12] . Kim and Chung [18] propose a method to obtain an accurate estimation of the throughput in the multi-client environment. The method estimates the throughput based on the buffer occupancy and segment throughput. In this paper, we propose a unified throughput estimation method that efficiently and equitably shares the throughput among the concurrently streaming videos. The conventional throughput estimation methods treat each video stream independently which results in unfair and inefficient utilization of the throughput.
Gouche et al. [19] propose a scheme to download the segments over multiple paths using a distributed server. The method achieves a higher quality compared to a single path by downloading the segment with the highest achievable quality over each path. The drawback is that multiple copies of the same segment are received by the client, which results in inefficient utilization of the bandwidth. The client selects the segment encoded with the highest quality and discards others. Evensen et al. [15] propose a scheme that downloads video by concurrently pipelining HTTP requests through a WLAN and a 3G cellular network. The segments are divided into logical sub-segments and the sizes of the subsegments requested over each link are calculated based on the throughput of the links. Chen et al. [14] leverage both path diversity and source diversity to improve the video quality for mobile devices. They use WLAN and LTE networks to simultaneously request segments over multiple paths from different servers. The client relies on an HTTP range request to download video segment over different paths. The client then adapts the segment sizes over each path over time in response to the network dynamics. The disadvantage of the strategy is that sub-segments from different paths are downloaded out-of-order. Koo et al. [20] and Go et al. [21] consider network conditions and energy consumption of a mobile device to decide the amount of requested data through each path over a heterogeneous wireless network. The proposed multi-path streaming method selects the paths for the concurrently streamed videos based on the estimated throughput and the video quality selected for the competing streams. The proposed method downloads the complete segment over a single path. Once the segment has been downloaded, the client decides the path for the next segment.
Traditionally, rate adaptation algorithms independently select the video quality of a single stream over HTTP. References [22] and [23] propose rate adaptation algorithms that select video rates based only on the estimated throughput. Many methods have been proposed to incorporate information concerning the playback buffer when selecting the video rate [24] - [27] . The algorithms divide the playback buffer into multiple predefined thresholds: B 1 , B 2 , B 3 and B max , where B 1 < B 2 < B 3 < B max . The algorithms increase or decrease the video rate aggressively or conservatively as the buffer level increases above the next higher buffer threshold or decreases below the next lower buffer threshold respectively.
Reference [28] proposes a DASH-based multi-view video service that delivers multiple views of the same event. However, unlike the proposed work, the client downloads a single stream at a time. The client can switch to a desirable view. The work focuses on minimizing the switching delay while guaranteeing the user experience. Zhang et al. [9] propose a rate adaptation algorithm to improve the quality of multiview video services with respect to priorities of video streams in accordance with their video rates. For instance, the client downloads two video streams, and the stream with a higher average video rate is allocated a higher priority. When the bandwidth increases, the quality of the stream with the highest priority is increased first, whereas when the bandwidth decreases, the quality of the stream with lowest priority is decreased first. Therefore, the algorithm guarantees a differentiated service for the multi-view streaming.
III. ADAPTIVE SCHEME FOR MULTI-VIEW STREAMING A. MULTI-VIEW ADAPTIVE STREAMING
The HTTP server stores video data of different views encoded into multiple quality levels. The HTTP client concurrently downloads multiple video streams divided into segments of fixed duration. In multi-view adaptive streaming, multiple video streams are requested during the same transmission cycle. All the segments have an equal duration of τ sec. HTTP adaptive streaming operates by monitoring a network in real time and adjusting the quality of the video stream accordingly without resetting the TCP connection. estimator. The playback buffers associated with each video stream are independent.
B. UNIFIED THROUGHPUT ESTIMATION METHOD
In multi-view streaming, multiple segments associated with concurrently streamed videos are requested in the same transmission cycle. When multiple streams compete for the throughput at the bottleneck, the throughput should be equally shared among the streams. In HTTP adaptive streaming, the throughput is estimated at the application layer, and the segment throughput is calculated using (1) . When the video playback buffer is full, the client enters an ON-OFF scheduling pattern. Fig. 2 depicts the ON-OFF behaviors of the HTTP adaptive streaming client. At the start of the streaming session, the client downloads the video as fast as possible to fill the playback buffer. Once the buffer is full, the client enters the ON-OFF phase. During the OFF state, the client waits to have sufficient space in the buffer to download the next segment. The ON state means that the client requests the next segment. During the steady state phase, when multiple streams compete for a network bottleneck, HTTP clients unfairly and incorrectly estimate the available bandwidth [10] - [13] . If N videos are being streamed concurrently and the available bandwidth is B, the predicted throughput for each stream should be equal to B/N . We perform an experiment to observe the throughput experienced by each video when a client streams multiple videos concurrently. Fig. 3 shows the network topology for a multiclient scenario where the client streams 3 video streams concurrently. Fig. 4 shows the throughput observed during the download of each stream and indicates that all 3 streams unfairly and inaccurately predict the throughput. To this end, we propose a unified throughput estimation method. Unlike the multi-client scenario, the client has the knowledge of the throughput observed over the download of VOLUME 6, 2018 all video streams. The throughput T k of the k th stream is calculated as follows:
where S k denotes the size of the segment of the k th stream and D denotes the time taken to download the segment. Next, we take the running average of T k to provide a more stable estimate of the throughput. The running average, TR k , of each stream is calculated using (2) , where the value of δ is set to 0.8. The total throughput, TT k , observed by n streams competing for the throughput at the bottleneck is calculated as follows:
The estimated throughput plays an important part in the selection of the video rates as the rate adaptation algorithms select the rates based on the estimated throughput. Therefore, we estimate the throughput of a stream TS as follows:
where n denotes the number of video streams competing for the bottleneck. Here, we perform the same experiment to estimate the throughput of each stream using the proposed method. Fig. 5 shows the sum of the throughput of all streams (TT) and the estimated throughput for each stream (TS) using the proposed method. Fig. 5 shows that the proposed method accurately estimates the throughput and each stream receives its fair share of the throughput.
C. UNIFIED SEGMENT SCHEDULING METHOD
There are three main segment scheduling strategies. The first strategy is to request the next segment as soon as the previous segment has been downloaded. This approach results in an inefficient utilization of the bandwidth if the user leaves prematurely [29] . The second strategy is to maintain a constant playback buffer, targetbuf, to avoid unnecessary downloads. This strategy is called periodic download. However, it results in a biased view of the network state which may cause the HTTP client to get stuck in suboptimal throughput allocations [10] . To mitigate this bias, Jiang et al. [10] introduced a randomized scheduler that extends the periodic strategy. Similar to the periodic scheduler, it maintains the buffer level at a specified target. However, the target buffer level, randbuf, is treated as an expected value and is selected at random from the range (targetbuf − δ, targetbuf + δ). The time to request the i th + 1 segment is selected as follows:
where t start i+1 is the time when the client requests the segment i th
is the time when the download of the i th segment is complete and B is the playback buffer level. When the playback buffer level is less than randbuf, the client requests the next segment immediately after the download of the previous segment. When the buffer level increases above randbuff, the client waits for the buffer level to fall below randbuff. As our objective is to stream multiple videos synchronously, we extend (6) to a multi-view scenario. Let V = {V (1), V (2), V (3) . . . V (n)} denotes the set of n videos streamed by the client concurrently, t start i+1 denotes the time when the client requests the i th + 1 segment in V (n), t end i (n) denotes the time when the download of the i th segment in V (n) finishes, t max = max(t end i (1), t end i (2), t end i (3), . . . t end i (n)) denotes the time when the downloads of all segments in the current transmission cycle in V finish, t g i+1 denotes the time when segment i + 1 in the serve is completely produced, B(n) is the playback buffer level of V (n), randbuff(n) is the target buffer level of V (n) and then the time to request the i th + 1 segment is selected as follows:
Equation (7) describes the strategy about when to request the next segment. The idea is to ensure the synchronicity among the concurrently streamed videos. To ensure synchronicity, the client should wait until the i th segments associated with all streams have been downloaded. The client first waits for the next segment to be completely produced in the server. If the buffer level is less than randbuff(n), the client immediately requests the i th + 1 segment of the n th steam after all the i th segments of the set V have been downloaded. If the buffer level is above randbuff(n), the client sends the request for the i th + 1 segment of the n th video stream after all the segments of the previous transmission cycle have finished downloading, and the buffer level of the n th video stream has decreased below the target threshold. In this manner, the proposed scheduling method synchronizes multiple video streams.
D. PROPOSED MULTI-PATH STREAMING METHOD
The objective of the multi-path streaming method is to leverage path diversity as mobile devices are equipped with multiple wireless interfaces that are connected to different networks (WiFi or cellular). In a multipath environment, the client must determine the path to request the video segments. The existing multipath adaptive streaming schemes divide the segments into sub-segments. Each sub-segment is requested over a different path based on the network conditions. However, the disadvantage of this strategy is that sub-segments may be downloaded out-of-order. This causes additional delays due to the reordering of the segments at the client.
To this end, the proposed scheme does not divide the segments into sub-segments, but downloads the complete segment over a single path at a time. Since each stream has its own playback buffer, the client does not have to worry about out-of-order segments. The primary goal of HTTP adaptive streaming is to adaptively select a video rate from a set of video rates R = {R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , .., R m }, to optimize the viewing experience. The proposed multi-path algorithm selects the path for a video stream based on the selected video rate and the network conditions of the path.
Algorithm 1 provides the details of the proposed multi-path algorithm. To download the 1st segment, the client randomly selects the path for each stream so that the video streams are equally distributed between both paths. When path throughput estimates are available, the path for the n th stream is selected according to the throughput estimated using the proposed estimation method, as explained in Section III-B. The client decides to change the path only if the estimated throughput of the current path is less than the other path. If the selected video rate of the n th stream downloaded through the k th path is greater than 1 + δ times the path throughput and the buffer level is less than the buffer threshold, the client decides to request the next segment over the k th + 1 path. The conditions R k (n) > (1 + δ) × w k and B k (t) < B th indicate that maintaining the video rate on the current path may risk the buffer underflow. However, if shifting the video stream to the other path results in a decrease in the quality of the video streams already being downloaded through the k th + 1 path, the client requests the next segment through the current path.
E. PROPOSED RATE ADAPTATION ALGORITHM
Algorithm 2 provides the details of the proposed rate adaptation algorithm. The algorithm selects the video rate from the 
Stay at the current path else if R k (n) < (1 + δ) * w k+1 (n) Stream the video over path k th + 1 else Stay at the current path else Stay at the current path set R for the i th segment. The video rate for the i th segment is selected at the end of the download of segment i − 1, and the video rate selected for the segment i − 1 is denoted by R prev . The proposed algorithm running on the client outputs the video rate for the i th segment as R next . The algorithm selects the video rate by considering the throughput and buffer level together. The playback buffer is divided into multiple predefined thresholds: B min , B th , and B max , where (B min < B th < B max ). As the buffer level increases above or decreases below the buffer thresholds, the algorithm decides whether to increase or decrease the video rate.
Next, we consider the scenario when the buffer level increases above B min . At this stage, the video rate is increased conservatively. As multiple streams are being requested simultaneously, the client takes all the streams on the path into consideration before changing the video bitrate of any stream. Therefore, the client checks if the throughput of the path is greater than the sum of the video rates of all the streams being requested on the path. If the sum of the video rates is greater than the available throughput, the client decreases the video rate. The drastic drop in the video rate impairs user engagement [6] , [30] . On average, the minimum quality level is rated as 30% better quality in the cases of gradual video rate changes compared to instantaneous changes [30] . Therefore, the client only drops the video rate to the next lower available level. If the conditions w k > N n=1 R k (n) and w k (n) > R k (n) are satisfied, the client decides to increase the video rate of the n th stream. Since the client requests multiple streams simultaneously, the client increases the video rate to only next higher video rate.
Next, we consider the scenario when the buffer level increases above B th . Since the buffer level is high, the algorithm takes the risk of increasing the video rate aggres- 
sively. Similar to the previous case, two conditions should be satisfied to increase the video rate: (1) w k > N n=1 R k (n) and (2) w k (n) > R k (n). The first condition ensures that the throughput of the path is greater than the sum of the video rates of all the streams. The second condition ensures that the estimated throughput of the stream is higher than the current video rate of the stream. To increase the video rate, the client selects the highest video rate that is less than the estimated throughput of the stream.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To achieve adaptive streaming, the HTTP server offers the client twelve levels of representation to adapt the video rates: 356, 500, 800, 1000, 1200, 1800, 2500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000 and 80000 kbps. In all the experiments, the client streams three videos simultaneously. The duration of all video segments is set to 4 sec. The values of B min and B th are set to 20% and 50% of the playback buffer size, respectively.
A. THROUGHPUT ESTIMATION METHOD
The objective of this section is to compare the proposed unified estimation method with the estimation methods that treat each stream independently. It is important to note here that all the previously proposed estimation methods discussed in Section II treat video streams independently. For comparison, we select the estimation method that uses (2) to estimate the throughput. To compare the performance of the estimation methods, the client selects the video representation using the conventional rate selection method. The video bitrate is determined by selecting the highest video rate that is less than the estimated throughput. Fig. 6 shows the topology implemented for the comparison of the throughput estimation methods. Figs. 7 and 8 show the video rates selected by the client to download the streams using the proposed and conventional throughput estimation methods, respectively. Fig. 7 illustrates that all streams download segments encoded with the same video rate. On the other hand, in the case of the conventional throughput estimation method, each stream experiences inequitable throughput during the download of the segments. Furthermore, the streams experience needlessly high fluctuations in their throughputs, even though the path's available throughput is relatively stable. Fig. 9 shows the topology implemented for a multi-path scenario. Fig. 10 shows the bandwidth of the LTE and WiFi networks. The client downloads three video streams concurrently using the two network interfaces at the same time. The Wi-Fi and LTE settings are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. To download video segments by exploiting both wireless interfaces simultaneously, additional interface information is passed to the socket API to bind each interface to an IP address. The client sends requests to schedule segments over interfaces associated with different networks. The video content is retrieved by making HTTP requests to the server through both interfaces. The proposed multipath algorithm coordinates the download of the segments through each path, monitors the path quality to decide the network over which the video stream is downloaded.
B. MULTI-PATH SCENARIO
For performance comparison, we implement the (Quality Adaptive Video Streaming) QAVS proposed in [15] and the Static method to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposal. The Static method divides the segments into equal sized sub-segments regardless of the network conditions. One subsegment is requested through the LTE and other through the Wi-Fi network. In addition, we perform two experiments in which the video streams are downloaded only through the LTE and Wi-Fi networks. The client implements the conventional rate adaptation algorithm explained in Section IV-A to select the video rates. 11 shows that the multi-path schemes achieve a higher video quality compared to downloading the streams over a single path. Fig. 11 shows that the proposed scheme achieves the highest video rate among the compared schemes while keeping the frequency of the video rate switches low. The proposed method downloads stream 1 and stream 2 through the LTE network and stream 3 through the Wi-Fi network. The average video rates achieved by streams 1 and 2 are close to 2500 kbps whereas stream 3 requests the video at 300kbps throughout the streaming session. Fig. 10 shows that the bandwidth of the WiFi network fluctuates between 4000 and 3000 kbps. Since stream 3 is downloaded through the WiFi network and the client selects the highest video rate that is less than the estimated throughput, stream 3 does not experience any video rate switching. The QAVS achieves higher video rates than the Static method as it selects sizes of the sub-segments based on the network conditions. On the other hand, the Static scheme requests sub-segments of the same size regardless of the network conditions. This causes sub-segment downloaded through the LTE network to wait unnecessarily until the slower Wi-Fi connection completes the download. As a result, the average throughput decreases. However, during the implementation of the QAVS method, the streams experience a higher number of video rate switches compared to the proposed and Static methods.
C. RATE ADAPTATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we analyze the rate adaptation algorithms under a predetermined network scenario to demonstrate the performance of the algorithms for different network conditions and segment durations. We adopt the algorithm proposed in [9] as a benchmark to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposal. We refer to the algorithm proposed in [9] as the multi-view algorithm. The multi-view algorithm assigns priorities to the streams and improves the video quality according to the priorities. In addition, we implement a modified version of multi-view algorithm in which all streams are assigned equal priorities. We refer to this scheme as multiview-fair (MVF). In an environment where multiple streams compete for the bottleneck, the client selects video rates inefficiently and the bandwidth is shared unfairly among the competing clients. The inefficiency at time t is given by the following [10] :
where W is the bandwidth, and the client selects the bitrate b x,t for each stream x. Reference [12] defines the unfairness metric for the competing clients as the average of the absolute bit rate differences between the corresponding segments requested by each client. It is desirable for the competing streams to share the bandwidth equally and achieve equitable video rates. Ideally, the values of the inefficiency and unfairness should be zero. Low values of the inefficiency and unfairness are desired. A low value of inefficiency means that the client selects the highest feasible bit rates lower than the actual throughput and low values of unfairness means that the competing streams achieve equitable video rates. Fig. 12 shows the network topology to evaluate the rate adaptation algorithms for the single-path scenario. The topology consists of an HTTP server, an HTTP client, and a pair of routers. The link between the routers is our bottleneck link. Fig. 13 shows the throughput trace for the single-path scenario. First, the duration of each segment is set to 2 sec. Fig. 14 shows the average video rates achieved by the algorithms. Fig. 14 shows that the client downloads all streams at a high video rate during the implementation of the proposed algorithm. The multi-view algorithm gives some streams priority over the others; therefore, stream 1 achieves the highest video rate as it is given the highest priority and stream 2 achieves a higher video rate compared to stream 3 as it is given priority. The proposed scheme outperforms MVF algorithm by 170 kbps. Fig. 15 shows the unfairness and inefficiency values of the algorithms. Fig. 15 illustrates that the proposed and MVF algorithms select the video rates for the competing streams fairly compared to the multiview algorithm. The reason is that the multi-view algorithm selects the video rates of the streams based on the priorities assigned to them. Therefore, higher video rate is assigned to the stream with a higher priority compared to the stream with a lower priority. Furthermore, the proposed and multi-view fair algorithms efficiently utilize the bandwidth compared to the multi-view algorithm. Next, we set the segment duration to 4 sec, and Fig. 16 shows the average video rates achieved by the algorithms at this duration. The client achieves the highest video rate during the implementation of the proposed algorithm. On average, the proposed algorithm achieves a video rate of 300 kbps higher than the MVF algorithm. As explained earlier, the multi-view algorithm selects the highest video rate for stream 1 as it is assigned the highest priority followed by streams 2 and 3, respectively. Therefore, the multiview algorithm has a higher unfairness value, whereas in case of the proposed and MVF algorithms, the competing streams select equitable video rates. Fig. 17 shows that the proposed ad MVF algorithms share the bandwidth efficiently compared to the multi-view algorithm. The reason behind a higher inefficiency value of multi-view algorithm is that the stream with a lower priority cannot increase its video rate unless the stream with the higher priority has increased its video rate. Therefore, even when high throughput is available, the streams with a lower priority may select a lower video rate. As the segment duration is increased from 2 to 4 seconds, the number of available segments decreases. If a stream with a lower priority has to wait for the higher priority stream before it can increase the video rate, it will have to wait for a longer duration before changing the video rate. The higher the segment duration, the higher the time the client has to wait before it can increase the video rate of lower priority streams. This results in an inefficient utilization of the bandwidth. Fig. 9 shows the network topology for the evaluation of rate adaptation algorithms for the multi-path scenario, and Fig. 18 shows the resulting throughput trace. We use the proposed multi-path algorithm to request the segment over multiple paths for both rate adaptation algorithms. 19 shows that the proposed algorithm achieves higher and more equitable video rates and experiences a lower number of video rate switches. Although the streams are requested over different paths, the proposed algorithm ensures that the streams achieve equitable video rates. In the case of a multiview algorithm, stream 1 achieves a higher video rate but at the expense of a higher number of video rate switches. Stream 1 and stream 2 are downloaded through the LTE network, whereas stream 3 is downloaded through the WiFi network. As the multi-view algorithm gives priority to stream 1 and it is downloaded through the path with the higher throughput, VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 19. Average video rates achieved by the streams and the number of video rate switches experienced by the streams in a multi-path scenario.
1) SINGLE-PATH SCENARIO

2) MULTI-PATH SCENARIO
it achieves the highest video rate. Furthermore, the other streams achieve much lower video rate as they are assigned lower priorities.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose an adaptive scheme for multi-view streaming over HTTP that improves the viewing experience in singleand multi-path environments. The proposed scheme consists of a unified throughput estimation method, a unified segment scheduling method, a multi-path streaming method and a rate adaptation algorithm. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme accurately estimates the throughput and provides a synchronous multi-view streaming. It leverages path diversity to provide a high-quality video by achieving a high video rate and minimizes the number of video rate changes while preventing interruptions during playback. Furthermore, we show that it efficiently utilizes the network resource, and the competing streams achieve comparable video rates.
